EDUCATING THE HEART AS WELL AS
THE MIND Social and Emotional
Learning for School and Life Success
KIMBERLY A. SCHONERT-REICHL AND SHELLEY HYMEL

A COMPREHENSIVE MISSION FOR SCHOOLS IS TO EDUCATE STUDENTS TO
BE KNOWLEDGEABLE, RESPONSIBLE, SOCIALLY SKILLED, HEALTHY, CARING,
AND CONTRIBUTING CITIZENS. — Greenberg et al. (2003) 1

EDUCATING THE MIND WITHOUT EDUCATING THE HEART HAS PRODUCED
BRILLIANT SCIENTISTS WHO USED THEIR INTELLIGENCE FOR EVIL.
— Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, Archbishop Desmond Tutu
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READ ALMOST ANY SCHOOL MISSION STATEMENT AND
you will encounter a sentiment similar to that posited here
by Greenberg and his colleagues – asserting the importance of nurturing academic skills alongside social skills.
But one needs only to read the latest ranking of schools to
see that the emphasis in schools today is primarily on academic knowledge. Groundbreaking new research, however,
is telling us that if we want our children to succeed in both
school and life, we need to promote their social and emotional skills.2 The need to extend our focus in schools
beyond educating just the minds of our children to educating their hearts as well is eloquently emphasized in the
second quote by Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Archbishop
Desmond Tutu. When Bishop Tutu made this statement in
2004 at the University of British Columbia, in a dialogue
with luminaries such as Nobel Peace Prize Laureates the
Dalai Lama and Shirin Abadi, he was referring to the doctors who committed heinous experiments in Nazi concentration camps. But his point can be extended to the everyday lives of our children, who are frequently confronted
with moral dilemmas in which both their hearts and minds
must work together to solve a problem. We are all in danger – as world events continue to teach – when children
grow up with academic knowledge but lack essential social
and emotional skills such as compassion and empathy. And
so, we argue here that a combination of academic learning
and social and emotional skills is the true standard for
effective education for the world we now live in.
Social emotional learning (SEL) offers educators, families, and communities relevant strategies and practices to

better prepare students for “the tests of life, not a life of
tests”.3 A myopic focus on academic achievement not only
undermines our children’s potential to become responsible, caring, and contributing citizens, it also threatens their
psychological well-being and the Canadian economy. Take
bullying, for example. In a recent study of 7,235 Canadian
youth, aged 10 to 16, funded by Health Canada’s Division of
Childhood and Adolescence, 33% of boys and 30% of girls
reported being victimized in the previous few months.4 The
victimization took several forms, including physical assault,
ethnic discrimination, rumour victimization, sexual harassment, and verbal assault. Findings revealed that more girls
than boys reported being teased (79% versus 67%) and
having rumours spread about them (72% versus 63%),
whereas more boys reported physical victimization (45%
versus 21%). Being a victim was not without consequence
– indeed, victimization was associated with increased mental health problems among the children and youth in the
study. The detrimental effects of bullying do not end with
the victims, however. A recent study of almost 400 students
in grades 8 to 10 reported that nearly 87% of the students
had witnessed either their friends or other students being
bullied at least a few times during the school year and that
witnessing bullying was associated with higher levels of
depression.5
Bullying is only one example. The mental health problems of our nation’s youth are reaching staggering rates.
Epidemiological reports suggest that approximately 20%
of children and adolescents in Canada experience mental
health problems severe enough to warrant mental health
services,6 placing a growing strain on our mental health
care system. By 2020, mental illness is expected to be the
country’s leading health care cost.
Attention to social and emotional issues in school has
also become a practical concern in education, as teachers
struggle to teach children in a changing and complex society where these skills cannot be taken for granted.
The case for SEL in schools becomes even clearer when
one considers that the very nature of school-based learning
is relational. Social and emotional skills create responsive,
caring, and inclusive classrooms and provide the foundation for building and sustaining learning relationships that
lead to academic success and responsible citizenship.
Because many of our students’ interpersonal interactions
occur there, schools provide adults with a unique and natural setting in which they can intervene to foster the development of social and emotional skills.
W H AT I S S O C I A L E M O T I O N A L L E A R N I N G ( S E L ) ?

What do we want for our children’s future? What skills and
competencies do we want them to have to succeed in life?
When parents and teachers are asked to consider these
questions via national opinion polls or surveys, their first
responses often include social and emotional skills rather
than traditional academic skills. Educators and parents
alike repeatedly assert their hope that children will be
happy, have caring and supportive interpersonal relationships, demonstrate empathy and care for others, make
responsible decisions, and desist from risky and healthcompromising behaviours. In essence, parents and educators identify those skills on the social emotional side of
learning rather than those on the academic side.

E N B R E F La recherche démontre que nous ne pouvons pas – et ne devrions pas – séparer les sentiments de l’enseignement ou de l’apprentissage et
que le rôle de l’apprentissage social et émotionnel à l’école est important.
D’abord, les écoles sont des lieux sociaux et l’apprentissage, un processus
social. Les élèves n’apprennent pas seuls, mais en collaboration avec leurs
enseignants, en compagnie de leurs pairs, avec le soutien de leur famille.
Ensuite, les émotions peuvent faciliter ou entraver l’apprentissage des élèves
et leur succès scolaire, de sorte qu’il importe que les écoles en tiennent
compte dans le processus pédagogique, au profit de tous les élèves. Enfin,
les résultats de recherche sont très clairs : les habiletés sociales et émotionnelles aident non seulement les élèves à acquérir les compétences nécessaires pour réussir à l’école, elles les aident aussi à devenir des citoyens plus
empathiques, responsables et concernés.

SEL IS SOMETIMES CALLED “THE MISSING PIECE,” BECAUSE IT
REPRESENTS A PART OF EDUCATION THAT IS INEXTRICABLY LINKED TO
SCHOOL SUCCESS, BUT HAS NOT BEEN EXPLICITLY STATED OR GIVEN
MUCH ATTENTION UNTIL RECENTLY.
Social emotional learning, or SEL, is the process of acquiring the competencies to recognize and manage emotions,
develop caring and concern for others, establish positive
relationships, make responsible decisions, and handle challenging situations effectively.7 In short, SEL competencies
comprise the foundational skills for positive health practices, engaged citizenship, and school success. SEL is sometimes called “the missing piece,” because it represents a
part of education that is inextricably linked to school
success, but has not been explicitly stated or given much
attention until recently. The good news is that these skills
can be taught through nurturing and caring learning
environments and experiences. Moreover, SEL emphasizes
active learning approaches in which skills can be generalized across curriculum areas and contexts when opportunities are provided to practice the skills that foster positive
attitudes, behaviours, and thinking processes.
The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional
Learning (CASEL; www.casel.org) at the University of Illinois at Chicago, is at the forefront in North American and
international efforts to promote SEL. Founded in 1993 by
Daniel Goleman (famed author of the 1995 landmark
book, Emotional Intelligence) and Eileen Rockefeller
Growald, its mission is to advance the science of SEL and
expand evidence-based, integrated SEL practices as an
essential part of preschool through high school education.
CASEL has identified a set of social emotional skills that
underlie effective and successful performance for social
roles and life tasks, drawing from extensive research in a
wide range of areas, including brain functioning and methods of learning and instruction.8 The SEL competencies
identified by CASEL are presented in Table 1.
A GROWING MOVEMENT

Recognition of the importance of SEL in schools has spread
rapidly throughout the world in the last few years. Singapore has undertaken an active initiative, as have some
schools in Malaysia, Hong Kong, Japan, and Korea. In
Europe, the U.K. has led the way, but more than a dozen
other countries have schools that embed social emotional
learning approaches within the school curriculum, includC A N A D I A N E D U C AT I O N A S S O C I AT I O N
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Table 1: CASEL’s Five SEL Competency Areas
SEL Dimension

Skills

Self-Awareness

Recognizing one’s emotions and values as
well as one’s strengths and limitations;
sense of self-confidence.

Social Awareness

Showing understanding and empathy for
others. Ability to take others’ perspectives;
appreciating and interacting with diverse
groups.

Self-Management

Managing emotions and behaviours to
achieve one’s goals. Being able to regulate
one’s own emotions; conscientiousness;
perseverance.

Relationship Skills

Forming and maintaining positive relationships, working in teams, negotiating conflict;
seeking help when needed.

Responsible Decision-Making

Assessing risks and making good decisions;
respecting others; taking personal responsibility for one’s decisions.

Table 2: Categories of BC’s Social Responsibility Standards
Social Responsibility Dimension

22

Example Behaviours

Contributing to the classroom and school
community

• sharing responsibility for their social and
physical environment
• participating and contributing to the class
and to small groups

Solving problems in peaceful ways

• managing conflict appropriately, including
presenting views and arguments respectfully,
and considering others’ views
• using effective problem-solving steps and
strategies

Valuing diversity and defending human rights

• treating others fairly and respectfully;
showing a sense of ethics
• recognizing and defending human rights

Exercising democratic rights and
responsibilities

• knowing and acting on rights and
responsibilities (local, national, global)
• articulating and working toward a
preferred future for the community, nation,
and planet
• possessing a sense of idealism
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ing Australia, New Zealand, and some countries in Latin
America and Africa. UNESCO, in 2003, initiated a worldwide plan to promote SEL by preparing a report delineating
ten basic principles for implementing SEL based on the latest empirical research in the area.9 The UNESCO report was
sent to the ministries of education in 140 countries (available at www.casel.org).
All across the world, SEL has become the organizing
umbrella that encompasses many different education
movements emphasizing similar concepts and skills, such
as programs in character education, violence prevention,
anti-bullying, drug prevention, and school discipline. SEL
provides a framework within which several seemingly disparate programs and initiatives can coherently work
together.
In Canada a number of SEL initiatives have emerged in
the last several years. For example, in British Columbia in
2000, the Ministry of Education identified social responsibility as one of four “foundational skills”, as important as
reading, writing, and numeracy. The framework for BC’s
Social Responsibility Performance Standards includes a
common set of expectations for the development of students along four categories (see Table 2, and www.bced.
gov.bc.ca/perf_stands/social_resp.htm for the full report).
The Vancouver School Board and almost every elementary and secondary school in Vancouver have identified the
promotion of social responsibility as a primary goal. As
stated in the Board’s Accountability Contract: “The goal recognizes that contributing in the classroom and school community in the areas of volunteering, leading, participating,
and cooperating is as important as academic, intellectual,
physical, artistic and aesthetic achievement. Social responsibility addresses the overarching goal of developing
thoughtful, responsible and active citizens.”10
The Ontario government is taking the lead from British
Columbia in identifying the social and emotional side of
learning as integral to education. In October, Premier Dalton McGuinty announced a $2 million initiative to support
character education in schools, to inspire students to
become caring, contributing, and compassionate citizens.
The goals of the Character Education (CE) movement are in
sync with those of SEL, aiming to help students develop
socially, ethically, and academically through modeling and
teaching practices that infuse character development into
all aspects of the school culture and curriculum. By encompassing the underlying skills necessary to enact good character, SEL is inextricably linked to CE .
In this vein, the Roots of Empathy (ROE) program – a primary preventive social emotional program designed to
promote children’s emotional and social understanding
developed in Canada by Mary Gordon – has been identified
by Berkowitz and Bier in their 2005 review of what works
in character education.11 ROE, a theoretically derived
school-based universal preventive intervention, focuses on
facilitating the development of children’s emotional and
social understanding. Its cornerstone monthly school visits
by an infant and his/her parent(s) serve as a springboard
for lessons that teach infant development, emotion knowledge, and perspective taking. In the 2006-2007 school year,
the ROE program is being implemented in over 2,000
kindergarten to grade 8 classrooms across Canada, reaching more than 50,000 children. The program has been

piloted in Japan and is currently being piloted in Australia
and New Zealand. Findings from the ROE research have
shown that students who receive the program, when compared to students who do not, experience significant
improvements in emotional knowledge and prosocial
behaviour and reduction in forms of aggression associated
with bullying.12
CHANGES IN ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN GRADE 8
COULD BE BETTER PREDICTED FROM KNOWING
CHILDREN’S GRADE 3 SOCIAL COMPETENCE THAN

Creating a caring and safe educational environment is the
foundation for both SEL and academic achievement, and
teachers hold the key. Indeed, teacher warmth and support
has unparalleled power to help children achieve and thrive,
as illustrated in a 2005 study of 910 children in the first
grade, some of whom had been identified as at risk at the
beginning of the school year on the basis of demographic
characteristics. Findings revealed that by the end of the
school year, children in classrooms in which teachers
infused “everyday interactions” with emotional support
had achievement scores and student–teacher relationships
commensurate with their low-risk peers. In contrast, atrisk students placed in less supportive classrooms had
lower achievement and more conflict with teachers.18

FROM THEIR GRADE 3 ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT.
CONCLUSION

THE LINK BETWEEN SEL AND
ACADEMIC SUCCESS

In their recent book Building Academic Success on Social
Emotional Learning: What Does the Research Say, Zins,
Weissberg, Wang, and Walberg make the case for SEL in
schools by delineating recent research showing how it leads
to 1) improved student attitudes, including motivation and
increased sense of belonging to school, 2) positive behavioral changes, including reductions in bullying behaviors
and risky health behaviours, and 3) improvements in academic achievement as assessed via a variety to measures,
including standardized achievement test scores and
grades.13 Following is a summary of some noteworthy
research findings that have emerged in the last several
years, all supporting the role of SEL in promoting academic success.
•An examination of students’ social and emotional competence and academic achievement from Grade 3 to Grade
8 revealed that changes in academic achievement in
Grade 8 could be better predicted from knowing children’s
Grade 3 social competence than from their Grade 3 academic achievement.14
•Kathleen Wentzel, in a 1993 research report, found that
children’s prosocial behaviours, such as helping, sharing,
and cooperating exhibited by students in the classroom
were better predictors of academic achievement than were
their standardized test scores.15
•A 1984 study showed that school interventions that
increase social and emotional competence result in
higher achievement levels, although the reverse is not true
(i.e., academic enrichment does not increase social
responsibility).16
•A quantitative analysis of more than 300 research studies
on SEL revealed that students enrolled in an SEL program
ranked at least 10 percentile points higher on achievement
tests than students who did not participate. Moreover,
students in SEL programs:
–had significantly better attendance records;
–displayed more constructive and less disruptive
classroom behavior;
–liked school more;
–had better grade point averages, and
–were less likely to be suspended or otherwise
disciplined.17

The research shows that we cannot – and should not – separate how we feel (about ourselves, our relationships, our
environments) from teaching or learning. It makes the case
for SEL in schools clear. First, schools are social places and
learning is a social process. Students do not learn alone but
rather in collaboration with their teachers, in the company
of their peers, and with the support of their families. Second, emotions can facilitate or hamper students’ learning
and their ultimate success in school. Because social and
emotional factors play such an important role, schools
must attend to this aspect of the educational process for
the benefit of all students. Finally, the research evidence is
astoundingly clear – fostering students’ social emotional
skills not only helps them to develop the skills necessary for
success in schools, such skills assist them to become more
caring, responsible, and concerned citizens. I
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Studies in Moral Development and Education
http://www.uicedu/~Inucci/MoralEd/
This website provides a very in-depth look at moral development. There are links to the latest practices and activities
in the area moral development. It highlights featured articles on issues of moral development and books of interest.
You can also visit this site to see some of the classroom
practices that are associated with moral development or
join the mailing list. It’s all here!
Roots of Empathy Primary Prevention Program
http://www.rootsofempathy.org/
What is Roots of Empathy™?
It’s a rich, vital, and highly rewarding classroom parenting
Roots of Empathy™ that teaches human development and
nurtures the growth of empathy. A baby and parent(s) visit
a classroom once a month for a 10-month period. A Roots
of Empathy™ instructor works with students before, during, and after each visit. Students’ learn about parenting,
about themselves, about how others feel, and teachers
almost always learn something new about their students.
All the learnings springboard from visits with the baby.
This website provides detailed information about a classroom-based prevention program designed to foster empathy and prevent antisocial/aggressive in children in grades
Kindergarten to grade 8.

Center for the Fourth and Fifth Rs:
Respect and Responsibility
http://www.cortland.edu/www/c4n5rs/
This center serves as a regional, state, and national resource
in character education. A growing national movement,
character education is essential to the task of building a
moral society and developing schools which are civil and
caring communities. The Center disseminates articles on
character education, sponsors an annual summer institute
in character education, publishes a Fourth and Fifth Rs
newsletter, and is building a network of “Fourth and Fifth
Rs Schools” committed to teaching respect, responsibility
and other core ethical virtues as the basis of good Lots and
lots of links to related websites.
Centre for Social and Emotional Education
http://www.csee.net/
(from the website)The Center for Social and Emotional
Education’s (CSEE) mission is to educate and support social
and emotional education leaders and K-12 schools as they
work to improve their climate for learning. CSEE synthesizes research and best practices from K-12 education,
character education, social emotional learning, risk prevention and health/mental health promotion into practice
guidelines, data driven tools, education and professional
development.
The Search Institute
http://www.search-institute.org/
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Having well-educated affectivity and giving selflessly to others will do more towards making your children happy and successful than
being good at math or geography â€” and educating them in love starts at home.Â Pray for our team and the success of our mission.
Talk about Aleteia in your parish. Share Aleteia content with friends and family.Â Aristotle said that â€œeducating the mind without
educating the heart is no education at all.â€ But, what do we mean when we speak of educating the heart? In short, it means educating
in love and for love. In Subtractive Schooling: U.S.-Mexican Youth and the Politics of Caring, author Angela Valenzuela details the
experiences of Mexican-American students at Seguin High School in Houston. She discusses how these studentsâ€™ struggle for
equal educational opportunity relates to broader themes/concepts of subtractive schooling, teacher-student relationships, and divisions
among various groups of youth. Valenzuela writes about the role of caring in teacher-student relations. She identifies two categories of
caring: aesthetic and authentic. While aesthetic caring focuses on academic achievement, authen Do we educate the mind and the heart
in our educational system? Step 4. Show students this wordle which was created using words from the transcript of a video they are
going to watch later. Put students into pairs and tell them that you want them to use a dictionary to look up words they donâ€™t know
and then to put the words into categories, however, you do not give them the categories they have to decide the categories
themselves.Â The School for Training is a small specialist teacher training institute in Barcelona, providing innovative courses of the
highest quality for teachers from around the world. The school was founded and is run by Kieran Donaghy who has extensive
experience of designing and delivering courses for teachers.

